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Guidance for producing ArchivesACT Finding Aids
This Records Advice has been prepared so that ArchivesACT Finding Aids for ACT Government records whether made available on a public website or downloaded and printed are recognisable as ACT Government publications.
Reasons for the Guidance
The provision of information to the public needs to ensure:
	information is transferable across media;
	there is a consistent professional presentation and corporate look and feel;
	information is presented in an accurate, accessible and appropriate form; 
	information is written clearly, without jargon and is easy to understand ;
	information is consistent and presented in a cost effective and environmentally friendly manner; 
	the content is reviewed regularly; and
	where public input is incorporated into the publication it suits. 

Style guide
The basic tool is the style guide. The ACT Government Hansard Style Guide is the recommended style guide. This style guide is particularly useful for functional administrative histories because it deals with naming conventions of government agencies and titles of positions. It is located on the Territory Records Office Intranet.
Use the style guide to verify punctuation, check on abbreviations and acronyms, when to use italics and capital letters, how to set out quotations and check on other necessary items when composing or editing documents.
The style for large documents is based on the Territory Records Office Records Disposal Schedule. Examples are published on the ACT Government Legislation website
The style for small documents follows that for Territory Records Office Records Advices. Examples are published on the Territory Records Office website.
Contents
The Finding Aid includes an introduction that:
	describes the aim of the Finding Aid;
	briefly describes the functional and administrative history and background to the records;
	gives date ranges for the records;
	describes the citation style for unpublished records; and
	lists any other related indexes.

The material being described often governs the format of the Finding Aid. Chapters may be on separate topics like policy, people associated with making the records, history of a place, lengthy administrative history, locating the records, previous publications using the records, control records and registers. For instance, the Finding Aid on ACT Government public art includes chapters on commissioned works, donations, maintenance, prizes, awards and grants.  If the Finding Aid warrants, ancillary material such as a bibliography, index, glossary, list of abbreviations, list of illustrations and acknowledgements should also be included.
Government publication policies
A variety of ACT Government policies on publications exist and should be consulted in the preparation of ArchivesACT Finding Aids. Some of these are on agency Intranets. Some are on the Internet and they include:
	Disability ACT. Engaging Canberrans: A guide to engaging and communicating with people with a disability at http://www.dhcs.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/172592/Engaging_People_with_Disability.pdf
	ICT Document No. WhoG-120 - Metadata for Web-based Resources Standard Version 1.2 21 January 2008 at http://sharedservices/actgovt/ICTpolicies.htm
	ICT Document No. WhoG-126 Website Development and Management Standard at http://sharedservices/actgovt/ICTpolicies.htm

Agency publishing policies & guidelines
Where an ACT Government agency has publishing policies and guidelines, they must be followed. Each agency should follow its internal approval process for publications, where such a process exists.
However, if possible the following should be incorporated:
	cover design should reflect the current ArchivesACT Finding Aids 
	the publication title should include such words in the series or subtitle as ‘records finding aid’ or ‘guide to records descriptions’.

 

